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Abstract: Although the magnitude and frequency of extreme events on the global scale are expected
to change because of changes in the hydrological cycle under climate change, little quantitative
assessment of future extreme precipitation in North Korea has been attempted. Therefore, this
study projected the changes in extreme precipitation in North Korea by applying downscaling to
GCMs forced by Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) Scenarios 4.5 and 8.5, preserving
the long-term trend of climate change projection. Employing climate change scenario ensembles
of RCP8.5, the precipitation level of the 20-year return period in the reference period of 1980–2005
increased to 21.1 years for the future period 2011–2040, decreased to 16.2 years for 2041–2070, and
decreased to 8.8 years for 2071–2100. Extreme precipitation was expected to occur often in the future.
In addition, an increase in extreme precipitation at the border of North and South Korea is expected,
and it is concluded that a joint response for the Imjin River, a river shared by North and South Korea,
is needed.
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1. Introduction

Owing to climate change, heavy precipitation events associated with mesoscale convective
processes frequently occur during the summer monsoon in East Asia [1–3]. Like other countries,
North Korea is expected to experience extreme precipitation changes because of climate change.
Generally, investigations based on the nonstationarity of observational data or using climate change
scenarios have been employed to assess the impacts of climate change. In order to investigate
hydrometeorological variables of South and North Korea, Kim et al. [4] analyzed daily precipitation
data of North Korea from 1983 to 2007 and of South Korea for the 35-year period from 1973 to 2007.
This study identified a striking trend of decreasing summer precipitation across North Korea. In South
Korea, by contrast, the trend was the opposite. Sung et al. [5] assessed meteorological hazards based
on trends in precipitation characteristics for the Korean Peninsula. From their results, North Korea’s
annual maximum daily precipitation (AMDP) showed an increasing trend at four sites and a decrease
at three sites.

Studies based on downscaled data under climate change scenarios have projected an increase in
precipitation [6]. Boo et al. [7] found that the northern region of the Korean Peninsula will experience
remarkable increases in the amounts of precipitation compared to the southern region based on the
MM5 regional climate model (RCM). Hong and Ahn [8] investigated regional precipitation changes
using the WRF3.4 RCM with high resolution driven by the GCM (HadGEM2-AO) under representative
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concentration pathways (RCPs). The intensity of extreme precipitation was projected to increase by at
least 22% (38%) under RCP4.5 (RCP8.5) in the late 21st century (2071–2100). Cha et al. [6] simulated an
increase in summer precipitation over the Korean Peninsula. There were some differences in the rates
of change in summer precipitation among these RCP experiments. However, these studies employed a
single RCM with high resolution, and they focused not on North Korea but on the Korean Peninsula.
In addition, cooperation between South Korea and North Korea is being actively promoted, and it
is necessary for climate change research to be supported in North Korea, which has fewer research
results than South Korea.

Although climate change scenarios have been widely used for impact assessment of extreme
events in the future, there are limitations: GCMs have large uncertainties because of their low resolution.
Therefore, in order to perform impact assessments for extreme climate events, it is necessary to
quantify the uncertainty due to differences in dynamic system, grid size, and parameterization and
physicalization processes and to produce climate scenarios at local scales with appropriate downscaling.
To quantify the uncertainty among climate change scenarios, many studies recommend the use of
multiple models [9–13].

Climate change scenarios downscaled by dynamical or statistical methods are also used to
estimate the exceedance probabilities of future extreme events. Statistical downscaling makes it
possible to perform a quantitative comparison with observational data through bias correction using
the observations, and it is easy to convert them into high-resolution data. However, as this technique
does not consider climate system changes, attempts have been made to combine it with dynamic
downscaling [14–18]. Burger et al. [16] proposed detrended quantile mapping (DQM), which is a
statistical downscaling technique that can maintain the simulated long-term trends in the climate
model. Eum and Cannon [18] proposed quantile delta mapping (QDM), which reflects the difference
between simulated current and future climatic data to the observed data [12,13].

Regional climate downscaling has an important role to play in that it provides projections with
much greater detail and a more accurate representation of localized extreme events. Projects of
RCM ensembles, including the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program
(NARCCAP) [19] and the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) [20],
are used to evaluate and improve regional climate downscaling models and techniques. These projects
have quantified the uncertainty by employing multimodel ensembles (MMEs) through global
partnerships. In addition, climate model outputs have shown considerable systematic biases compared
with observations [19,21], physical parameterizations [22], and cascade uncertainties from boundary
forcing by GCMs in regional climate models [23,24].

Therefore, in this study, we applied downscaling while preserving the long-term trend of 25 GCMs
based on the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, projected the change in extreme precipitation—the
20-year return value for annual maximum daily precipitation—over North Korea, and estimated
the uncertainty with confidence intervals. North Korea occupies 62.9% of the 8117.5 km2 area of the
Imjin River Basin, and the part of the Imjin River Basin located in South Korea is sensitive to extreme
precipitation occurring in the upper basin. In particular, an increase in the upstream flow of the Imjin
River causes direct damage to the downstream area. In 2009, because of a release of the Hwanggang
Dam, flood damage occurred in the downstream area of the Imjin River, in the territory of South Korea.
Therefore, we also investigated changes in extreme precipitation focusing on the Imjin River basin.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview of Procedure

In this study, we combined results from multiple models to project changes in return period and
amount of extreme precipitation in North Korea (Figure 1). Employing the daily precipitation results
from 25 climate projections of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) [25]
downscaled by statistical downscaling methods, we collected the AMDP data for North Korea.
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Then, we estimated the frequency and magnitude of extreme precipitation using the generalized
extreme value (GEV) distribution for the reference period (1980–2005) and three 30-year future periods:
2011–2040 (Future1: F1), 2041–2070 (Future2: F2), and 2071–2100 (Future3: F3).
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Figure 1. Procedure for the study.

2.2. Study Area

North Korea is the part that lies north of the Military Demarcation Line (MDL) established
by the armistice agreement of July 1953. Its area is 123,138 km2, which is 55.1% of the total area
of the Korean Peninsula—223,477 km2 (Figure 2). More than 80% of the country is mountainous,
and rugged mountains higher than 2000 m are widely distributed. South and North Korea share
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the Bukhan and Imjin rivers on the MDL boundary. Since 2000, the downstream river flows have
decreased owing to the construction of dams in the upper reaches, and in 2009, flood damage occurred
at downstream rivers in South Korea because of the release of Hwanggang Dam, located on the
Imjin River, North Korea. As North Korea has high seasonal variability in climate, 49% of the annual
precipitation of 900.8–440.7 mm is concentrated in July and August, and precipitation is relatively low
in winter and spring.
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2.3. Climate Change Scenarios

Because of the considerable uncertainty in climate projections, caused by different dynamic
systems, grid sizes, and parameterizations of the physical processes, many studies have focused
on quantifying the uncertainty of climate change scenarios in climate change impact assessments
(Sung et al. [12]). For quantifying the uncertainty in climate change scenarios, many studies
recommend the multimodel ensemble [9–13]; this leads to the problem of selecting appropriate
scenarios [26,27]. Many studies suggest that scenarios should be weighted appropriately for the
ensemble results [28–30]. However, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) adopted a
“one model, one vote” interpretation of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) and
CMIP5 projections in its fourth and fifth assessment reports, respectively [31,32]. Our research enables
the exploration of a range of future climate changes at the local scale using all climate scenarios as
suggested in the IPCC AR5 and AR3.
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In this study, 25 GCMs were downscaled to a local scale for 27 local meteorological sites in
North Korea (Table 1). In CMIP5, we used the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. The RCPs describe four
pathways: a stringent mitigation scenario (RCP2.6), two intermediate scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP6.0),
and one scenario with very high GHG emissions (RCP8.5). The radiative forcing of RCP8.5, RCP6.0,
RCP4.5, and RCP2.6 corresponds to approximately 3.6%, 2.5%, 1.9%, and 1.1%, respectively, of the
incident solar radiation (238 W/m2) [33]. Using climate projections at the grid points of each GCM,
we applied statistical downscaling methods to downscale to the weather stations in the study area
(Figure 2; Table 2).

The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Climate Center (APCC) Integrated Modeling Solution
(AIMS) produced downscaled climate projection data for South Korea using two bias-corrected
spatial disaggregation (BCSD) methods [13]. These are the simple quantile method (SQM) and
spatial disaggregation with quantile delta mapping (SD-QDM) [18], which can preserve the long-term
temporal trends in climate. This study used the downscaled future projections of daily precipitation
and temperature of 25 GCMs of the CMIP5 for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 at 27 meteorological stations of
North Korea (Figure 2) provided by AIMS.

Table 1. The 25 GCMs of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) used in
this study.

No. GCM Resolution
(Degrees) Institution

1 CanESM2 2.813 × 2.791 Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis

2 CCSM4 1.250 × 0.942

National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA3 CESM1-BGC 1.250 × 0.942

4 CESM1-CAM5 1.250 × 0.942

5 CMCC-CM 0.750 × 0.748 Centro Euro-Mediterraneo sui Cambiamenti Climatici
(Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate Change)6 CMCC-CMS 1.875 × 1.865

7 CNRM-CM5 1.406 × 1.401 Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques, France

8 CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 1.875 × 1.865 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation and
Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence

9 FGOALS-g2 2.791 × 2.813 The National Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospheric
Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, Institute of Atmospheric

Physics and Chinese Academy of Sciences10 FGOALS-s2 2.813 × 1.659

11 GFDL-CM3 2.500 × 2.000

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, NOAA12 GFDL-ESM2G 2.000 × 2.023

13 GFDL-ESM2M 2.500 × 2.023

14 HadGEM2-AO 1.875 × 1.250
Met Office Hadley Centre for Climate Change, UK

15 HadGEM2-CC 1.875 × 1.250

16 INM-CM4 2.000 × 1.500 Institute of Numerical Mathematics, Russia

17 IPSL-CM5A-LR 3.750 × 1.895

Institute Pierre Simon Laplace, France18 IPSL-CM5A-MR 2.500 × 1.268

19 IPSL-CM5B-LR 3.750 × 1.895

20 MIROC-ESM 2.813 × 2.791
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology

21 MIROC-ESM-CHEM 2.813 × 2.791

22 MPI-ESM-LR 1.875 × 1.865
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany

23 MPI-ESM-MR 1.875 × 1.865

24 MRI-CGCM3 1.125 × 1.122 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

25 NorESM1-M 2.500 × 1.895 Norwegian Climate Centre
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Table 2. Weather observation sites in North Korea.

Site Name Latitude Longitude First Year of Observation

Senbong 42◦19′ N 130◦24′ E 1973
Samjiyon 41◦49′ N 128◦19′ E 1981
Chongjin 41◦47′ N 129◦49′ E 1973

Chunggang 41◦47′ N 126◦53′ E 1973
Hyesan 41◦24′ N 128◦10′ E 1973

Kanggye 40◦58′ N 126◦36′ E 1973
Pungsan 40◦49′ N 128◦09′ E 1981

Kimchaek 40◦40′ N 129◦12′ E 1973
Supung 40◦27′ N 124◦56′ E 1981

Changjin 40◦22′ N 127◦15′ E 1981
Sinuiju 40◦06′ N 124◦23′ E 1973
Kusong 39◦59′ N 125◦15′ E 1981
Huichon 40◦10′ N 126◦15′ E 1981

Hamhung 39◦56′ N 127◦33′ E 1973
Sinpo 40◦02′ N 128◦11′ E 1981
Anju 39◦37′ N 125◦39′ E 1981

Yangdok 39◦10′ N 126◦50′ E 1981
Wonsan 39◦11′ N 127◦26′ E 1973

Pyongyang 39◦02′ N 125◦47′ E 1973
Nampo 38◦43′ N 125◦22′ E 1981

Changjon 38◦44′ N 128◦11′ E 1981
Sariwon 38◦31′ N 125◦46′ E 1973
Singye 38◦30′ N 126◦32′ E 1981

Yongyon 38◦12′ N 124◦53′ E 1981
Haeju 38◦02′ N 125◦42′ E 1973

Kaesong 37◦58′ N 126◦34′ E 1973
Pyonggang 38◦24′ N 127◦18′ E 1981

The downscaling method used in this research is SD-QDM, which is applied to preserve
GCM-driven long-term trends. SD-QDM combines the daily BCSD methods [14], referred to as
quantile mapping (QM) and QDM. Cannon et al. [17] proposed quantile delta mapping (QDM),
designed to preserve absolute or relative changes in all of the quantiles. The QDM algorithm performs
two steps: first, relative changes in all quantiles between the current and future periods are calculated
and model values are bias-corrected based on observations made through quantile mapping and
second, the model-projected relative changes in each quantile are superimposed on the bias-corrected
model outputs [17].

We formulated empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) with daily climate data within
a moving window to reflect the seasonality of the area. Eum and Cannon [18] tested various moving
window sizes, e.g., 15, 30, 90, and 180 days, to investigate the effects of the moving window size
on extreme climate indices. Their study showed that a 15-day moving window better reflected the
seasonality of the climate index for South Korea. Therefore, this study employed the same moving
window size (15 days).

We compared the observed precipitation with simulated precipitation from the 25 GCMs to
determine how well GCMs are able to simulate the observed climatology and variability for 1980–2005.
Figure 3a shows a comparison of monthly precipitation averages for North Korea. The observed
precipitation generally lies within the spread of the averages from the 25 GCMs, with considerably
similar monthly variability in most months. Observed and simulated AMDP from the average of
the 25 GCMs at local scales were calculated; these are shown in Figure 3b. The range of each box
plot represents the variability among the GCMs, indicating observations that lie within the 25th- and
75th-percentile boundaries of the GCMs. We confirmed that the climatologies captured by the models
are in good agreement with the observations.
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2.4. Generalized Extreme Value

The GEV distribution has been widely used to describe hydrometeorological extreme
variables [34–36]. The CDF, which estimates the non-exceedance probability, can be estimated by
Equation (1), and its solution is estimated using Equation (2) [37]:

F(x) =

 exp
[
−
(

1 − κ x−ξ
α

) 1
κ

]
, κ 6= 0

exp
[
− exp

(
− x−ξ

α

)]
, κ = 0

(1)

x =

{
ξ + α

κ

{
1 −

[
− log(P)κ]}, κ 6= 0

ξ − α log[− log(P)], κ = 0
(2)

where ξ, α, and κ are location, scale, and shape parameters, respectively. Because the GEV has
ξ + α

κ ≤ x ≤ ∞ for κ < 0 , the distribution has a thicker right-hand tail for κ < 0. We used the GEV Type
II distribution. The L-moment provides greater reliability because it is less sensitive to outliers, and
for smaller samples, the method of L-Moments calculates more accurate parameters than the method
of moments (MOM) [38]. Therefore, we employed the L-moment method to estimate the parameters.
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Klein Tank et al. [39] suggested the 20-year event for evaluating the magnitude and frequency of rare
events that lie far in the tails of the probability distribution of weather variables. As the target, we
selected AMDP under a 20-year return period.

3. Results

3.1. Change in Extreme Precipitation Amount in the Future Period

The spatial distributions of the 20-year precipitation averaged over 25 GCMs are shown in Figure 4;
they are interpolated results of the mean of the model for each station. These identify the regional
variation in extreme precipitation during the reference period (Figure 4a) and future periods based
on RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Figure 4b,d, respectively). Figure 4c,e shows the difference between F3 and
the reference period. Spatial distributions under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 in the F3 period are very similar,
projecting that the 20-year precipitation in the southern region including Changjon of East Sea, and in
the central region including Anju and Huichon, will increase. In particular, the region including the
Anju and Huichon stations, at the middle and upstream parts of the Cheongcheon River, is an area of
high precipitation because of a topographic effect. In F3 under RCP8.5, the precipitation in the southern
region of North Korea and the middle and upstream parts of the Cheongcheon River was projected to be
higher than under RCP4.5, representing an increase of more than 150 mm compared with the reference
period (Figure 4d). As a result of comparing regional averages in each future with the reference period,
20-year frequency precipitation was projected to increase as much as 43.4 mm under RCP4.5 (Figure 4c)
and 80.7 mm under RCP8.5 (Figure 4e) in F3 in comparison with the reference period. The increase in
the regional mean of 20-year precipitation was larger for RCP8.5 than for RCP4.5.
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Figure 4. Change in 20-year precipitation (mm) for 25 CMIP5 GCMs for the reference period (Ref), F3,
and the difference between F3 and Ref. (a) Ref, (b) F3 under RCP4.5, (c) F3 under RCP4.5 minus Ref,
(d) F3 under RCP8.5, and (e) F3 under RCP8.5 minus Ref.
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An increase in 20-year precipitation was identified toward F3, and this increase was clearer under
RCP8.5 than under RCP4.5. Levels of precipitation occurring every 20 years were expected to occur
more frequently in the future, and the frequency changes in the future for 20-year precipitation were
investigated (Figure 5). First, in F1, the return periods under the RCPs increased slightly compared with
the reference period; they were projected to be 20.7 years (RCP4.5) and 21.1 years (RCP8.5) (Figure 5a,d,
respectively; Table 2). In F2, the return periods were shorter than 20 years; they were projected to be
16.9 years (RCP4.5) and 16.2 years (RCP8.5) (Figure 5b,e, respectively; Table 3). This decrease in the
return period was prominent in the southern region of North Korea near the MDL. In F3, under RCP8.5,
the return period was projected to be extremely short in all areas except Gaema Plateau—8.8 years—and
under RCP4.5, it was projected to be 14.1 years (Figure 5f and Table 3, respectively).
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Figure 5. Change in 20-year return period (years) of AMDP for 25 CMIP5 GCMs for the F1, F2, and F3
periods under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. (a) F1 under RCP4.5, (b) F2 under RCP4.5, (c) F3 under RCP4.5,
(d) F1 under RCP8.5, (e) F2 under RCP8.5, and (f) F3 under RCP8.5.

Table 3. Future change in 20-year return period.

F1 F2 F3

RCP4.5 RCP8.5 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 RCP4.5 RCP8.5

20.7 21.1 16.9 16.2 14.1 8.8

Standard Deviation 1.67 2.02 3.43 2.97 2.01 2.22

The coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated from the average values of the 20-year
precipitation of 25 GCMs at the station scale; thus, it represents the variation relative to the mean of the
20-year precipitation among the climate change scenarios. The CV can be used to assess the variability
for groups with different means, and we calculated this metric to compare the distribution of 20-year
precipitation derived from the 25 GCMs for each period (Figure 6). There was a slight nonstationarity
in the spatial distribution of the CV. The area of large CV was broader in F3 than in the reference; this
indicates that the variation in climate projections may contribute considerably to the distribution of
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20-year precipitation in the future. The spatially averaged CV was projected to increase slightly (by
0.077 (RCP4.5) and 0.057 (RCP8.5)) in F3 compared with the reference period. The 20-year frequency
precipitation increased by as much as 43.4 mm (RCP4.5) and 80.7 mm (RCP8.5) on average, but the
standard deviation compared with the average increase is less under RCP8.5 than under RCP4.5.
Under RCP8.5, the 20-year frequency precipitation was projected to be evenly distributed around the
mean, whereas RCP4.5 projects a large variation around the mean.
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3.2. Change in Probability Distribution in the Future Period

It was projected that extreme precipitation in North Korea will increase in average and variance
as time goes forward. As shown in Figure 4, the 20-year precipitation increased over time; in the
areas where precipitation was larger than other areas in the reference period, future precipitation
was expected to increase; the 20-year precipitation in the reference period occurred more frequently
in the future (Figure 5). The increase in the CV of 20-year precipitation according to the projections
provided by the 25 GCMs has widened over time (Figure 6). This trend was confirmed by the change
in the probability distribution. Figure 7 shows the parameter values and return period of the GEV
distribution for the extreme precipitation of present and future climates of the 25 models.

Under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, the location parameter increased linearly (Figure 7a), and the scale
parameter also increased in the future (Figure 7b), but there was less difference between the reference
period and F1 than F2 or F3. The shape parameter became smaller overall as time progressed (Figure 7c);
this indicates that the right tail of the GEV probability density function (PDF) becomes thicker in the
future, and the occurrence of extreme precipitation becomes more frequent. The return period was
projected to be relatively frequent in the future, having values of 16.1 years (F1), 11.4 years (F2), and
7.1 years (F3) under RCP8.5.
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Changes in GEV PDFs and CDFs of the reference and future climates are analyzed in Figure 8.
The black lines and gray bands are the means and confidence intervals (95%), respectively, of the PDFs
under the reference climate. The confidence interval corresponds to the upper 95% and 5% limits of
the 25 GCMs. Figure 8a,b presents the movement of GEV PDFs in the future relative to the reference
climate; the green, blue, and red lines indicate the PDFs for F1, F2, and F3, respectively. Under RCP4.5
and RCP8.5, and the PDFs shifted to the right and the right tail thickened over time because of
the increase in location and scale parameters and the decrease in shape parameter. In addition, we
found that the CDFs of the future periods under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Figure 8c,d) are located outside
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the 95% confidence interval of the CDF for the reference period, which means there is a significant
difference in CDFs between the reference and future periods with the exception of F1. Therefore, an
aggressive strategy by North Korea to respond to extreme precipitation resulting from climate change
will be required.
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3.3. Change in Extreme Precipitation at Shared River Basin

The mean of the 20-year precipitation in the reference period of the Imjin River basin, which was
calculated using the Thiessen method [40] for five stations, was 285.4 mm/day. In F1 and F2, RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 were similar, so the 20-year precipitation in F1 was projected to increase by less than 10%,
and that in F2 was projected to increase by less than 30%. On the other hand, the precipitation in F3
under RCP8.5 was 410.0 mm/day, which was projected to increase by 43.6% compared to the reference
period (Figure 9). Of the 25 GCMs, the lowest precipitation was observed with CNRM-CM5, but the
value was 313.9 mm/day, which is higher than that in the reference period.

The change in frequency of AMDP was also projected. The return period for the Imjin River Basin
in the reference period increased slightly in F1. In F2, the return period was the lowest (11.3 years)
under RCP4.5, and it was projected to be the shortest (7.4 years) under RCP8.5 in F3. The return period
for North Korea was 8.8 years in F3 (Figure 5), but the decreasing trend was more evident in the Imjin
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River basin than in other regions. The Imjin River basin was found to be subject to greater threats of
extreme precipitation than other regions owing to the effects of climate change.
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4. Discussion

North Korea’s temperature has risen by 1.9 ◦C—this is the second highest increase in the world
over the past 100 years. North Korea ranked seventh globally in the Global Climate Risk Index 2013 [41]
and second in the Global Climate Risk Index 2009 [42]. In order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
North Korea ratified the Paris Agreement in August 2016 and submitted an Intended Nationally
Determined Contribution (INDC), which aimed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However, climate
change impact assessment using the climate change scenarios is insufficient. Therefore, this study
projected changes in extreme precipitation in North Korea using the MME and downscaling methods
that preserve long-term trends in the climate models.

A comparison of regional averages in each future relative to the reference period showed that
precipitation with a 20-year return period was projected to be 43.4 mm higher than in the reference
period under RCP4.5, and 80.7 mm under RCP8.5, an even greater increase. Spatially, the AMDP in
the southern region of North Korea and the middle and upstream parts of Cheongcheon River was
much higher than in other regions. As the GEV PDF moves to the right because of the increase in
extreme precipitation compared to the reference period as time progresses, the 20-year precipitation
of the reference period occurs more frequently in the future, and as a result, the return period in the
future was projected to 21.1, 16.2, and 8.8 years in F1, F2, and F3, respectively, under RCP8.5 and
20.7, 16.9, and 14.1 years, respectively, under RCP4.5. As the CDFs for F2 and F3 are outside the 95%
confidence interval of the 25 model CDFs for the reference period, limitations on countermeasures
against climate change to date have been expected. To confirm the spatial variability of the 20-year
precipitation, the CV was calculated, and the CV for the future periods was confirmed to be larger
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than that for the reference period. It can be expected that regional precipitation variability will increase
in future periods.

The variability among scenarios is small at sites where the CV is small relative to the other sites,
which means the scenarios are more likely to occur at these sites. The increase in extreme precipitation
was expected under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, and the area-averaged CVs in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 were 0.18
and 0.16, respectively. The CVs at Pyongyang and Changjon, near South Korea, were 0.17 and 0.10,
respectively, in RCP4.5, and 0.15 and 0.12, respectively, in RCP8.5. Therefore, countermeasures for
climate change will be particularly urgent for these sites relative to other regions.

Sung et al. [13] projected extreme precipitation in South Korea based on RCP4.5. Those results
show that the 20-year return period of precipitation events during a reference period (1980–2005)
corresponds to a 16.6-year for 2011–2040, a 14.1-year for 2041–2070, and a 12.8-year for 2071–2100,
indicating that extreme AMDP values may occur more frequently in the future. The corresponding
20-year return periods for North Korea are 20.7-year, 16.9-year, and 14.1-year, respectively, which
means that even if greenhouse gases are reduced, the increase in South Korea’s extreme precipitation
is greater than that of North Korea, and active countermeasures will be required.

An increase in AMDP at the border of North and South Korea (the mid-latitude region of the
Korean Peninsula) was strongly predicted. The rivers shared by South Korea and North Korea are
the Imjin and Bukhan rivers; the upstream parts of these rivers are located in North Korea, and the
downstream parts are located in South Korea. In the past, flood damage occurred in the downstream
part of the Imjin River because of the release of the upstream dam. In the Imjin River Basin, the 20-year
precipitation under RCP8.5 in F3 was projected to be 410.0 mm/day, an increase of 43.6% compared
to the reference period, and the 20-year return period in the reference period was projected to be a
7.4-year, which is less than the average for North Korea, an 8.8-year. In other words, the shared river,
the Imjin River Basin, will experience a greater change in the magnitude and frequency of future
extreme precipitation events than other regions in North Korea. The extreme precipitation events
have been caused mainly by mid-latitude cyclones approaching the Korean Peninsula, along with the
enhanced Changma front by supplying water vapor to the East China Sea. Lee et al. [43] indicated
that these synoptic-scale features under current conditions are similar to those of future extreme
events, using HadGEM3-RA simulations. Lee et al. [44] examined future changes in precipitation over
Northeast Asia and Korea using five RCM simulations and indicated that extreme precipitation events
are mainly associated with the southwest-to-northeast evolution of large-scale low-pressure systems
in both current and future climates. A joint response against climate change by South and North Korea
will be required in order to decrease the risk of an increase in extreme precipitation in the future for
the above reasons. In this region, it is necessary to install multipurpose dams or flood control dams to
effectively prevent summer floods and to reduce downstream flood damage. In particular, when a new
dam is required to be installed, the results of an impact assessment can be utilized for the selection of
potential sites. Another possibility is to revisit the design standard of the existing dams by considering
an increase in the flood load.
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Abbreviations

Reference period 1980–2005
F1 Future1 (2011–2040)
F2 Future2 (2041–2070)
F3 Future3 (2071–2100)
RCP Representative concentration pathway
AMDP Annual maximum daily precipitation
DQM Detrended quantile mapping
QDM Quantile delta mapping
SD-QDM Spatial disaggregation/quantile delta mapping
MMEs Multimodel ensembles
NARCCAP North American regional climate change assessment program
CORDEX Coordinated regional climate downscaling experiment
CMIP Coupled model intercomparison project
MLD Military demarcation line
IPCC Intergovernmental panel on climate change
CV Coefficient of variation
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